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Session objectives

1. Understand the FCA’s positions on 
suitability 

2. Understand suitability compliance 
obligations 

3. Identify business processes needed for 
suitability



How did we get to suitability?

Disclosure fails consumers:

• Flawed premise that ‘knowing’ 
equals ‘understanding’

• Allows & facilitates mis-selling

• Shields poor practice from 
enforcement 

Caveat Emptor ‘Buyer Beware’ does not work 



Suitability changes the ‘Beware’!

Recognition that most consumers can’t make 
informed decisions about financial products 
and services because they lack:

• Basic ‘domain’ knowledge about finance

• Numeracy skills 

• Analytical skills 



And so, to the FCA 

World’s most rigorous and 
comprehensive suitability regime

But ‘Principles’ based 

So frustratingly ‘light’ on procedural 
detail and clarifications

‘Do what you think best — then we’ll 
check if it was’ 



Principles: COBS Chapter 9A

Know the client’s:

1. Knowledge & experience
2. Financial situation, including capacity 

for loss
3. Investment objectives, including risk 

tolerance

Make a ‘suitable’ recommendation or sale



Principles: Risk Tolerance

Must be ‘known’ — but how? 

• Adviser’s ‘eyeball assessment’? 

• ‘In-house’ unscientific test? 

• Gambles-based dodgy-science test?

• Psychometric test?

FCA: 1.  Fit for purpose 2.  Limitations of tool identified and mitigated 



2019 Suitability Review

Key part of FCA business plan 

• 2017 review found 7% unsuitable

• High-risk investments & DB transfers 
biggest problem areas 

• Will be using data analysis to identify 
emerging issues & ’outlier’ firms 



2017 Suitability Review

• 1,142 pieces of advice from 656 firms

• Overall: 4.3% unsuitable, 2.5% unclear 

• Investment: 3.8% unsuitable, 1.4% unclear

• Pensions:  5.1% unsuitable, 4.9% unclear 



2017 Suitability Review

1. Risk profiling
• Not fit-for-purpose or mitigated 

shortcomings
• Simply ignored

2. Churn — Client gave up guarantees or 
incurred extra costs without suitable gains

3. Disclosure — Only 52% acceptable. Most 
problems around initial disclosures



2019 Suitability Review

• MiFID II suitability 

• Packaged retail & insurance-based 
investment products (PRIIPS)

• Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD)



DB transfer reviews

• Show us your process

• Show how you’ve recognized the client

• Show why advice is suitable



ESMA:   The FCA’s regulator (sort of)

Indicative questions that regulators might ask 
themselves (or a firm) when assessing 
suitability

Covers:
• When a suitability assessment is required
• What clients should be told
• What information about client is needed
• What’s needed to understand products 
• What’s needed to understand suitability of 

an investment
• Suitability report 
• Staff qualifications
• Record keeping 

“In most circumstances … assess adequacy on a case-by-case basis …”



KYC review questions 

How does firm decide the extent of ‘necessary’ information? 

What procedures does the firm have in place are in place to gather client facts?

Does the firm use general profiles? If so, how are these made suitable? 

If questionnaires are used are they clear, exhaustive and comprehensive? 

Are clients made aware that inaccurate, imprecise or incomplete information can cause unsuitability? 

How does firm appraise client understanding of basic concepts such as investment risk? 

How are client’s risk-taking preferences taken into account?  

What are the arrangements for keeping client profiles updated?



KYC review questions 

Interesting questions for risk tolerance:

Are clients asked to make ‘self-assessments’? How are these balanced by objective criteria?

How does the firm identify and resolve inconsistencies in what the client tells you? 
• Cross-check with other criteria?
• Verify with objective data?

Do you/have you assessed the effectiveness of the questionnaires used? 

How do you prevent advice/sale where information is unclear? 



KYP review questions 

Are procedures capable of assessing all relevant facts about a financial instrument?
• Complexity?
• Possible returns?
• Risk?
• Liquidity? 
• How product could behave in certain circumstances?

Who makes the assessment? What level of discretion do they have? 

How do you keep this information updated?



Suitability review questions 

What approach does the firm use to assess suitability for the client of a product or portfolio?

How does the firm select suitable products?

How is the information about the product matched to the client’s circumstances?

How are the risks of financial instruments assessed against the client profile? 

What arrangements are in place to prevent unsuitable advice? 

How is suitability determined at the portfolio level? 

How is appropriate diversification assured within a portfolio? 

What happens when the client wants to do something the firm says is unsuitable?



Documentation questions 

Are there adequate record keeping for all material aspects of the suitability process?
• Collection of client information and how it’s being used?
• What the client was told about suitability?
• How investments were considered and selected?
• Why the advice was given?

How are you recording changes to the client’s profile?

Does the record-keeping system detect and stop mis-selling? How? 

Do you have historic archives (information not over-written by updates)? 

Do people who need the records (like compliance) have access?  

How does firm deal with extra risks of online data? 



Suitability review questions 

Search for: 

MiFID II Supervisory briefing - Suitability 

13 November 2018 

Ref:  ESMA35-43-1206 

Or:

financialsuitabilityforum.com



Process & documentation are your shields 



… and don’t forget: 

PROD SM & CR



Process & documentation are your shields 



Learning outcomes 

1. Understand the FCA’s positions on 
suitability 

2. Understand suitability compliance 
obligations 

3. Identify business processes needed for 
suitability


